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Will vehicle data be shared to address the
how, where, and who of traffic accidents?
J. C. F. de Winter1,2 , D. Dodou1* , R. Happee2 and Y. B. Eisma3

Abstract

Vehicles are increasingly equipped with sensors that measure the state of the vehicle and surrounding road users.
Although most of these sensor data currently remain local to the vehicle, the data could be shared with the aim to
improve road safety. We postulate that there is a range of scenarios regarding data sharing, with two extremes: In
scenario 1, the acquired shared data will be analysed regarding the how, where, and who of road traffic errors, violations,
and accidents; actions can then be taken to improve automated driving systems, manage accident hotspots, and provide
personalised feedback, rewards, or penalties to road users. In scenario 2, the recorded data will not be shared, because of
privacy concerns. We conclude that there exists a tension between a position of utilitarian use of data and a
position of privacy.
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Introduction
Road traffic accidents are a serious public health problem.
The lifetime odds of dying in a motor vehicle accident in
the USA has been estimated at 1 in 114, which is high com-
pared to, for example, air transport accidents (1 in 9821)
[1]. Young people are overrepresented [2], making road
traffic accidents a large societal problem in terms of
disability-adjusted life years (DALYs). Compared to
technical failures, human failures are a much larger con-
tributor to accidents [3]; human errors (e.g., inattention,
loss of control) and violations (e.g., excessive speed) both
contribute to accidents [4–7].
Automotive manufacturers devote large amounts of

resources to further develop advanced driver assistance
systems (ADAS), such as adaptive cruise control (ACC),
automated emergency braking (AEB), lane keeping
assistance (LKA), electronic stability control (ESC), and
intelligent speed adaptation (ISA). Partially automated
driving systems, where drivers can remove their hands
from the steering wheel for periods of time, are now also
being deployed. In addition, ICT companies, such as
Waymo (currently worth 175 billion USD [8]), are con-
tinuously improving the software of their automated

vehicles. According to data from May 2017, 30 manufac-
turers have permission from the California Department of
Motor Vehicles to test automated vehicles on Californian
roads [9]. Despite these rapid developments, it has been
argued that it may take at least six decades before fully
automated cars can drive safely on all public roads with
the driver entirely removed from the control loop [10]. As
the uptake of automated vehicles will happen gradually,
automated vehicles will share the roads with human road
users such as manually driven cars, cyclists, and pedes-
trians. Thus, future traffic will be mixed.
The sensors of ADAS and automated vehicles sense

not only the state of the host vehicle but also that of
road users in the vicinity. Ohn-Bar and Trivedi [11] pro-
vided an overview of ongoing research activities in three
areas where sensors measure human behaviour: (1)
measuring the human in the vehicle (e.g., distracted/at-
tentive, hands on wheel), (2) measuring humans around
the vehicle (e.g., cyclists’/pedestrians’ intent, trajectory,
attention), and (3) measuring humans in surrounding
vehicles (e.g., whether the driver in a nearby vehicle is
attentive). Automated vehicles will be able to not only
classify all road users in a traffic situation ([12–15];
Fig. 1a) but also make short-term predictions of the
behaviours of those road users ([16]; Fig. 1b), allowing the
automated vehicles to drive in dense city environments.
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In this paper, we argue that the data that are recorded
by automated vehicles have additional potential to con-
tribute to reducing the number of traffic accidents. In
order for their potential to be unlocked, these data will
need to be shared beyond the vehicle itself so that they
can be used to analyse the how, where, and who of road
traffic errors, violations, and accidents.
We postulate that there is a range of scenarios of data

use, with two extremes: in scenario 1, the collected data will
be widely shared and used, whereas in scenario 2, the col-
lected data will not be shared. That is, in scenario 2, society
will not analyse, make decisions, or implement actions
based on the data that are collected by vehicle sensors.
Below, we describe these two extreme scenarios. Although
the level of future data use will likely lie between these two
scenarios, describing these two extremes aids identifying
the potentials and bottlenecks of data use.

Scenario 1: The collected data of road users’
behaviours will be used at their full potential

How do errors and violations lead to accidents?
Consider a situation where a motorcycle encounters
an automated vehicle. The rider does not pay attention
and crosses the road without having priority. Although
the vehicle performs an emergency braking manoeuvre,

the vehicle and the rider collide, and the rider is
fatally injured.
The vehicle sensors have recorded the sequence of

behaviours and events that led to the accident: the speed
and path of the automated vehicle and the rider, the
braking or steering inputs of the automated vehicle, and
any faults or diagnostic messages, as well as camera
recordings of the accident. That is, instead of the infe-
rential and circumstantial data that are typically used to
reconstruct an accident, the vehicle sensors have
collected all physical and behavioural data (including
errors and violations), creating several opportunities for
data use to prevent future accidents.
First, the automated vehicle could transmit the sensor

data to the automotive manufacturer, and the manufac-
turer could use these data to improve the predictive abi-
lity of the computer vision algorithms. Such techniques
are already deployed, albeit at a limited scale. For
example, Tesla wirelessly transmits data (e.g., “about
various driving and vehicle conditions, including braking,
acceleration, trip and other related information regarding
your vehicle.” [17]) to Tesla service technicians, so that
the data are analysed and updates are rolled out [18]. A
few months after the fatal crash in May 2016, where the
forward-looking camera of the car failed to see a white
truck against the bright sky, Tesla deployed an update that
allows for more advanced signal processing using the
in-vehicle radar [18].
Second, the data could be shared with other organisa-

tions. In particular, the automotive manufacturer may
(have to) share the data with a transportation safety
board, so that the accident is investigated and the
responsible parties are held accountable. After a self-
driving Uber fatally hits a pedestrian in Arizona on
March 18, 2018, the National Transportation Safety
Board required Uber to share “any and all electronic
data stored on the test vehicle or transmitted to Uber”
[19] as well as a video recorded by a dash camera in the
vehicle [20]. Considering the seriousness of the accident,
the manufacturer could also decide to share the infor-
mation with other manufacturers or even deposit (an
anonymised version of ) the data in a database accessible
by scientific researchers. The next step is the Internet of
Vehicles, a decentralised network in which the cars are
sensor platforms that share data among each other and
with road infrastructure in a collaborative manner [21].
The data that are recorded by an automated vehicle do

not have to be shared over a wireless network to prevent
future accidents; the knowledge that is available inside the
automated vehicle could also be shared directly with other
road users to prevent imminent accidents. For example,
besides slowing down or performing an evasive manoeu-
ver, the vehicle could automatically communicate a horn
sound in an attempt to direct the rider’s attention (Fig. 2a).

Fig. 1 In the future, it may be possible to not only a classify all
individual road users in the environment (pixelwise instance
segmentation [79] of an image from the Cityscapes Dataset [80]) but
also to b predict their paths. The snapshot shows the predicted path
(green curve) and position (green patch) of a cyclist (red box) 1 s
into the future. Here, the cyclist is about to initiate a left turn at an
intersection (horizontal dotted lines). From Kooij et al. [16]
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Above, we used a fatal accident to illustrate opportunities
for data sharing. Similar opportunities exist with any
recorded aberrant behaviour that results in a near miss or
inefficiency. Besides automatically issuing a horn sound as
mentioned above (Fig. 2a), the vehicle may signal “Go” to
make a traffic situation more efficient (Fig. 2b; see also [22]).
In summary, if sensor data were shared (either wire-

lessly to scientists and technology developers, or directly
to other road users), the how errors and violations lead
to accidents would be elucidated, the development of
automated vehicles would accelerate, and road safety
could benefit. The sharing might concern the aetiology
of accidents, but could just as well be extended to
non-hazardous-but-inefficient road users’ behaviours.

Where do errors and violations occur?
The identification of accident hotspots is traditionally
done based on historical accident data. Sensor data by
automated vehicles can improve the identification of
accident hotspots in two ways. First, in-vehicle sensors
(so-called floating car data) cover a much larger portion
of the road network than current road-side radar mea-
surements [23, 24]. Second, if sensor data by automated
vehicles are sent via a wireless connection and stored in
a central database, researchers could use these data to
pinpoint where not only accidents but also errors and
violations occur. As an example, Ryder et al. [25] pro-
posed an in-vehicle system that records near-accidents
in the form of hard braking and evasive manoeuvers in
order to enrich hotspot databases.
Knowing where errors and violations occur offers

several possibilities for geo-specific accident prevention.
First, if a particular intersection yields a high amount of
errors and violations (e.g., close encounters with vulne-
rable road users), then the intersection could be re-
designed (e.g., adding lane markings, traffic lights, or a
roundabout) before an accident has occurred at that site.
Kieć et al. [26], for example, combined floating car data

with video observations to compare the safety of turbo-
roundabouts with and without lane dividers.
Additionally, if road authorities have established which

locations are prone to errors and violations, it will be
possible to warn drivers in real time that they are ente-
ring a traffic location that is statistically hazardous. For
example, current route navigation devices provide war-
ning sounds regarding the presence of speed cameras
and accident hotspots [27]. Similarly, the error- and
violation-prone locations as identified by the analysis of
floating car data could be communicated to road users,
including specific information about the type of errors
and violations occurring at that location (e.g., road
sections where drivers drive close to other vehicles or
exceed speed limits).
In summary, data sharing will enable a better understan-

ding of where road accidents occur. This understanding
could allow for a smart redesign of road infrastructure and
personalised warnings to non-automated road users (e.g.,
drivers of manually driven cars). Furthermore, a redesign of
road infrastructure (e.g., removal of hotspots) will accele-
rate the deployment of automated vehicles.

Who makes errors and violations?
The theory of “accident proneness” states that certain
drivers are overinvolved in accidents because of their
clumsiness or personality, a theory that has often been
discredited [28–30]. The typical line of argument against
accident proneness is as follows: Drivers perform a psy-
chometric test, and their accident records are collected
either retrospectively or prospectively. Usually, it is
found that the correlations between test scores and acci-
dents are small (e.g., r < 0.10), leading to the conclusion
that the notion of accident proneness should be aban-
doned [31]. Recent research on accident occurrence at
the individual level has shown that correlations between
accident occurrence and psychometric tests are small,
because accidents are rare and largely due to situational

Fig. 2 Possibilities for giving real-time feedback if an automated vehicle detects a a hazard or b an inefficiency
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factors: Some drivers may never be involved in an acci-
dent, whereas others may be involved in an accident due
to bad luck (e.g., another driver running into them, a
slight lapse of attention which is unrelated to more in-
variant personal characteristics). However, simulation
studies and empirical data suggest that if enough acci-
dent data are collected, individual accident occurrence
data are reliable, with stability correlations up to r = 0.8
[32, 33]. This finding indicates that some drivers are
more accident-prone than others. Next to accidents,
drivers’ behaviour also appears to be stable. For example,
in his work “Fast learners: once a speeder, always a
speeder?,” Groeger [34] found medium-to-high stability
coefficients of driving speed (r between 0.2 and 0.8).
Transmission of data collected by automated vehicles

creates several opportunities for preventing accidents
before happening. In particular, it becomes possible to
keep track of who makes errors and violations. If auto-
mated vehicles are equipped with identification features
(e.g., licence plate recognition), the aberrations of other
vehicles can be automatically recorded in real time.
Moreover, if the identification software allows for facial
recognition, it will be possible to record the behaviour of
non-motorised individual road users, such as pedes-
trians, cyclists, and motor riders. Shanghai police uses
facial recognition to identify cyclists who cycle on the
wrong bike lane [35, 36], and in Shenzhen, facial recog-
nition is used to catch jaywalkers [37] (and see O’Malley
[38] for a review on the technological and societal
bottlenecks of “telemetric policing” techniques).
The recording of errors and violations allows for cal-

culating a person-specific “violations score” and “errors
score.” For example, a cyclists’ violations score could be
defined as a composite of how often he or she runs a
red light and ends up in dangerous encounters with
other road users. Multi-day driving simulator research
has shown how to calculate errors scores (based on, e.g.,
recorded lane keeping inaccuracies) and violations scores
per driver [39] (e.g., based on speed, headway, and red
light violations [40]). Various on-road studies have
shown that it is possible to create a driver risk profile
using sensors in smartphones (e.g., accelerometers, GPS)
and vehicle sensors (e.g., [41–44]).
The automatic identification of individual (repeat) traf-

fic offenders offers opportunities for types of remedies
other than enforcement, such as personalised feedback,
remedial courses, and rehabilitation programs to road
users. For example, road users may receive feedback via
the Internet, which they can then use to improve their
behaviours (e.g., [45]). The recorded errors and vio-
lations could be also communicated to insurance com-
panies. For example, car drivers and motorcycle riders
may receive a reduction in their insurance premiums if
they have low errors and violations score. According to

data from November 2017, ten insurance companies in
the Netherlands already offer such policies, transmitting
velocity, accelerations, and GPS position via a dongle
plugged into the ODB port [46]. Experiments have in-
dicated that pay-as-you-drive and pay-how-you-drive
insurance can lead to a reduction of speeding violations
(e.g., [47]).
In summary, vehicle sensors may be able to record

who makes errors and violations, which in turn per-
mits remedial action. Of course, in a fully automated
car, the driver will not make any errors or violations
(because the vehicle is in control and will abide by
the traffic rules). However, until all cars drive fully auto-
matically, the aberrant behaviours of drivers of manually
driven cars, cyclists, and pedestrians will be recorded by
automated vehicles in the vicinity. These data could be
shared with road users themselves, but also with third
parties such as insurance companies and licencing
authorities.

Scenario 2: The collected data of road users will
not be used
The collection of large amounts of data is realistic from
a technological perspective because the introduction of
sensors that detect and classify road users and predict
their path, intents, and future actions is inherent to
increasing levels of automated driving on the road. The
question, however, is whether the data will actually be
shared and subsequently used to improve road safety.
One main barrier to exploiting road users’ behavioural
data is that of privacy, especially regarding driver profiling.
In this section, we address some concerns that stake-
holders may have about the different stages of data
processing.

� Which data should be exchanged, between which
parties, and how? There have been already heated
debates between automotive manufacturers, telecom
operators, and the European Commission regarding
which technologies should be used for data
exchange (e.g., short-range Wifi or long-range 5G
networks) [48]. Another relevant question concerns
the duration for which the data should be kept (cf.
the “right to be forgotten” as protected by, for
example, Art. 17 of the EU General Data Protection
Regulation, GDPR) [49].

� Who should be the owner of the data and who
should have access to these data (see also [50, 51])?
According to the GDPR, “‘personal data’ means any
information relating to an identified or identifiable
natural person (‘data subject’); an identifiable natural
person is one who can be identified, directly or
indirectly, in particular by reference to an identifier
such as a name, an identification number, location
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data, an online identifier” (Art. 4(1)) [52]. Are car
drivers willing to upload their data to the cloud, and
do they accept that these data will be stored and
used by automotive manufacturers, governments,
and researchers? In other words, are drivers willing
to make utilitarian decisions, if it may not be
beneficial for them individually and even if it could
make them liable in case they violated the rules or
cost them insurance premium? Will automotive
manufacturers, OEMs, and other stakeholders who
wish to use personal data collected by automated
vehicles need the consent of the users/customers for
doing so? Fundamental differences between Europe
and the USA with respect to data ownership and
data privacy will further complicate data sharing
[53]. Privacy issues will become especially severe
when driving skill and driving style indicators are
intended to be combined with other databases, such
as databases of crime, tax income, or even polygenic
scores [54] (and see [55] for an overview of possible
behavioural biometrics).

� How to ensure that all road users are treated fairly?
A fairness criterion may require standardisation and
certification of measurement devices and alliances
between automotive manufacturers [56]. The
computed measures further need to be standardised

for vehicles of different dynamics (e.g., cars,
motorcycles, trucks). Standardisation may also be
required for hardware interfaces (such as concerning
storage devices and other I/O devices) and software
interfaces (e.g., data types, functions).

� Suppose that the entire sequence of events
surrounding an accident, as in the rider-vehicle
example above, is stored and shared, is it then
possible to preserve anonymity? Anonymisation may
be hard because of the clear behavioural signatures
and geo-specific information.

� How should thresholds for remedies (e.g., updating
road infrastructure, suspension of a driver’s licence)
be set? An overly tolerant criterion might be
detrimental to road safety, whereas setting a too
strict criterion may harm the quality of life of those
prevented from driving. Figure 3 shows the results
of a simulation where the correlation between
violations scores and accident involvement scores is
0.6. It can be seen that screening out the 10%
poorest drivers would lead to prevention of 39% of
accidents. Naturally, there are also misses (people
with a low violations score who are still involved in
an accident) and false positives (people with a high
violations score who are not involved in an
accident). It should be noted here that although the

Fig. 3 Scatter plot of 1000 drivers with a correlation r = 0.6 between drivers’ accident involvement scores and violations scores. The horizontal
blue line is drawn at the 90th percentile of the accident involvement score; it is assumed that drivers with an accident involvement score higher
than the 90th percentile will be involved in an accident (i.e., the overall accident rate is 10%). The vertical red lines are drawn at each 10th
percentile of the violations score, and the percentage at the top shows the expected accident involvement rate of drivers within that percentile
range of the violations score
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threshold level may be ethically challenging, the
same can be said about thresholds in contemporary
driver testing and enforcement (e.g., tests of visual
acuity, speed limits, demerit point system in driver
licencing).

� Is it legally possible and ethically acceptable to issue
fines to or revoke driver licences of drivers based on
their high accident proneness (i.e., a statistical index
of risk)? How does this differ from relying on overt
behaviours only (i.e., speed or headway), as it is
currently done, considering that in both cases an
inference is made regarding whether a driver is a
danger on the roads that could cause an accident in
the future?

� If a person’s violations and errors scores indicate
that it is statistically likely that this person will be
involved in a future accident, should a licencing
authority suspend one’s driver’s licence, and should a
transportation company find a replacement job for
this person merely based on a statistical probability
rather than a committed aberration? How does this
proposition differ from current laws according to
which a driver’s licence may not be issued or
renewed in case of a medical condition that is likely
to impair one’s driving ability or in the case of a
“negligent or incompetent operator” [57]?

� As automation will become increasingly safe,
information regarding unsafe manual driving could
be used to enforce automated driving in specific
conditions. However, the question is should all
violations and other illegal acts be prevented? For
example, motorised vehicles may be designed to
function only within a given envelope of speed and
accelerations so that some types of violations
become impossible, or a vehicle can be automatically
brought to a stop if the human driver exhibits
dangerous behaviour (and see [58] for a discussion
on whether crime in general should be made
impossible or not). This question is akin to whether
intelligent speed adaptation (ISA) should be
enforced or not [59].

Discussion
We argued that, in the future, an increasing amount of
behaviours on the roads will be recorded via in-vehicle
sensors. We argued that data usage is the key to re-
ducing the number of traffic accidents. By sharing data,
it becomes possible to analyse how errors and violations
relate to accidents, where these errors and violations
occur, and who are more accident-prone road users than
others. This information allows for remedial actions,
which can contribute to reducing the number of road
traffic accidents, and which may further speed up the
development and deployment of automated cars.

The ideas outlined in this document concerning
ubiquitous data of road users’ behaviours may sound
farfetched. However, it is worth noting that early
versions of the required technology are already available.
For example, in some countries, road-based safety ca-
meras take photos not only of the licencing plates but
also of the driver’s face. Automated licence plate recog-
nition is already commonplace, and vehicles are increas-
ingly equipped with event data recorders and dashboard
cameras. Similarly, the idea of use-based insurance
(pay-how-you-drive business models) is already applied
by insurance companies worldwide [60], whereas live
traffic information is available from various telematics
applications (e.g., [27]). Considering that Facebook’s
DeepFace has been used to identify people from pictures
with high accuracy [61], it should also be possible to
classify road users using facial recognition, provided that
camera resolution is sufficient.
It is worth noting that data collected by vehicle sensors

solely describe overt behaviours and not the underlying
cognitive state of the road users. Human involvement will
still be needed in certain types of decision-making and
action implementation. For example, in a collision between
an automated vehicle and a rider, the vehicle sensors mea-
sure the overt speed and path of the vehicle and the
rider, but human judgement will still be needed to as-
sess the underlying causes of the accident. Specifically,
in court cases, a human judge may have to determine
whether the rider was at fault and whether the rider
crossed the intersection intentionally (e.g., red light
violation) or unintentionally (e.g., misperception of the
traffic lights).
As pointed out above, the collection of data is techno-

logically feasible, but whether the data will actually be
used is a contentious issue. Ethics of privacy are
regarded as major impediments towards the widespread
use of data (see [62] for public scepticism about Google
Glass and [63] for privacy law considerations associated
with Street View of Google Maps). It is important to
note that the present discussion about the ethics of pri-
vacy differs from similar debates regarding the privacy of
electronic patient files and genetic screening because the
present discussion involves public roads. Although it is
possible to keep one’s medical records private, it is
unlikely that road users can keep their errors and viola-
tions concealed from sensors and cameras. Moreover,
while the legal status of the use of dashboard cameras
differs per country [64], and current legislation in
various countries does not allow event data recorders to
capture audio and video data [65], the common benefit
of collecting and using such data might outweigh privacy
considerations in the future.
Privacy laws are stringent, but some voices argue that

the “end of personal privacy” might be near in our
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digitised society [66] (cf. the Internet of Vehicles
discussed above). While increased connectivity creates
ample opportunity for making use of the data collected
by automated vehicles, these opportunities involve
privacy-related ethical concerns and may, therefore, face
backlash from the public. A common principle is that it
is not ethically acceptable to implement and enforce sys-
tems that disclose the identity of individuals, especially
when this disclosure concerns behaviours that conflict
with societal and legal norms. On the other hand, this
principle may have to be adapted if this could pave the
way towards collective benefits such as greatly improved
road safety. Here, one may wonder whether it is ethically
acceptable to have over one million annual fatalities
worldwide due to road accidents.
Co-standardisation of safety and security require-

ments, for example, by combining information security
standards (e.g., ISO 15408, ISO 27001, ISO 27002, and
J3061) with the automotive safety standard ISO 26262
[67], will be needed to mitigate cybersecurity risks
(e.g., data tampering, hacking, fooling sensors) and con-
vince users that their data are handled in a responsible
manner. Business models that advance consumer
empowerment may also play a decisive factor in users’
willingness to share their data [68]: users appear to be
more open in data sharing if they get benefits in return,
such as financial compensation and personalised services
[69–71], and when transparency and perceived justice
regarding data collection, management, and processing
are high [72, 73]. Secure data privacy models, transpa-
rency of data exchange, and control of third-party access
are important solutions for exploiting data while at the
same time complying with privacy laws [74, 75]. Fog
computing, homomorphic encryption, and blockchain
technology have been suggested as solutions for
enabling the use of the collected data while preserving
privacy [76–78].

Conclusion
By collecting large amounts of data on road users’
behaviour, future automated vehicles will offer the possibi-
lity of addressing the how, where, and who of all aberrations
and accidents on the roads. Using these data is pivotal for
preventing traffic accidents, but it also generates questions
about ethics of privacy. Thus, the question is not whether
sensors will acquire road users’ behavioural data; this is
already happening and will most certainly be expanded
towards more sophisticated data. Rather, the question is
whether people are willing to share their data so that
the data are analysed and become “information” which
is then used for improving road safety. It is foreseen
that in the future an increasing tension between a utili-
tarian use of data and a position of privacy will be
dominant.
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